FACT SHEET

Gorongosa’s Wild Camps are set up in different regions of untouched wilderness of the mighty Gorongosa National Park, a wild pristine environment of some 4,000 square kilometres in Sofala province, Central Mozambique.

Gorongosa Wild Camp is a seasonal campsite set inside the park, it includes equipped tents, with basic amenities.

Gorongosa’s “Wild-Camps” describes a nomadic camping style with minimal environmental impact and with resort style comfort, amenities and service, normally not associated with traditional camping.

ACCOMMODATION,
• 6 Canvas Tents (12 single beds), en suite outdoor bathrooms with hot Bucket showers.

FACILITIES & SERVICES:
• Canvas tents (Single or Double/Twin occupancy)
  ● Comfortable Beds
  ● Solar Lighting in the Bush
  ● USB ports in the room for charging phones, powered by solar power
  ● On-suit outdoor bathroom
  ● Camp-fire in the evenings,
  ● Outdoor Dining Area.

● Two Activities per day are included
● All meals are prepared by our experience chef, (Please advise if the group has dietary requirements) ● Together with your guide you will plan the activities do to during your stay with us. Included in the rate are Game drives, walking safaris, Boating & Canoeing (in Season), Mountain trips extra cost. ● Children under the age of 12 are not permitted.

ACTIVITIES
Considered a true paradise for ornithologists, other sightings in Gorongosa include lions, painted-wolves,, elephants, buffaloes and hyenas among other several diverse species

Other exciting activities to try during your stay include excursions to Mount Gorongosa(Extra cost, Science Lab, Community Projects and seasonal boat/canoe safaris (between March and May is the best time to experience these).
All safaris (Vehicle, foot or boat) are led by qualified and experienced guides.

- Safari drives - each vehicle takes nine (9) people when it’s one family otherwise 6 pax maximum
- Walking Safari a max of 4 people
- Boating safari takes a max of 8 people (seasonal)

- Gorongosa Science Lab visits, Community cultural experiences, canoeing, cycling, Mount Gorongosa Water-falls and visits to the coffee and honey projects.

Most activities are about 3 to 3.5 hours, Mount Gorongosa trip is full day, and we do offer full days at WildCamp Science Lab tour depending on guests interest (can be about 30 min to 1hrs).

**CHILD POLICY**

We regret that we cannot accommodate children under 12 years of age. Children from twelve (+12) will be charged adult rate and up to (+16) years of age children are required to share a tent with an adult family member. Children from sixteen (16) may be accommodated in their own Tent (sharing or single).

**ACCESS**

- Road from Beira (+/- 4h) and/or from Chimoio (+/- 2.5h)

- Light aircraft transfers (duration: +/- 30 minutes), due to the use of light aircraft for your air transfer, you are requested to limit your luggage to a MAXIMUM OF 15 KG and to utilise SOFT LUGGAGE CARRIERS. Failure to do so may result in luggage arrival being delayed and / or incurring extra costs.

- Guests arriving in Beira/Chimoio after 2 pm must overnight in the city and will be transferred to the Park the following morning

Chitengo Airstrip specs:
Coord: 18 59 S : 34 21 E
Altitude: 104 Ft
Runway: 05/23
Measurements: 1100x45 M
Nature of soils: Clay
Class: Airstrip 2A
Resistance 12.5 Ton
Critical Airplane: Lear JET 24D
Predominant wind: south eastly
Restriction: Landing only possible with prior arrangement with the Park – Airstrip only usable during dry season, only day time operations, only 1000 effective, unstable during rainy season
Landing fees: 1000.00 Mts for Locally registered aircraft and 2000.00 Mts for Foreign registered aircrafts

Once in Chitengo (Gorongosa’s main Camp) WildCamp is between 20min - 35mins (depending on exact location of Camp)

**SEASON AND PARK HOURS**

Due to the rainy season in the region, Wild Camps in the Park operate between mid-March and December (depending on the rainy season).

In Summer the gate is open daily from 06h00 to 18h00 – In Winter the gate is open daily from 06 to 17h00

**PAYMENT**

- Payments for extras made at the camp can be made in cash, by transfer or by Credit Card; and in MZN, USD, EURO, ZAR or British Pound (GBP).
- The camp accepts payment with MasterCard and Visa.

[December/2022]
The malaria-carrying mosquito occurs throughout the national territory. All tent windows are protected with mosquito nets. However, it is recommended that guests take precaution measures, such as the use of repellents and/or prophylaxis before entering a malaria region.

For Reservations Contact
Tel.: +258 87 849 70 94
Email: safari@gorongosa.net